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[1] The traffic on Monday morning was very slow.

The traffic on Monday morning slowed to a crawl.
Improved sentence: _____________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
[2] A soft breeze moved the leaves on the trees.

The leaves on the trees swayed along with the gentle breeze.
Improved sentence: ______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

PA G E

7

[1] Her eyes were very bright.

Her eyes were two jewels that sparkled brighter than the sun.
Improved sentence using metaphors: _________________________________________________________

Her eyes shone as bright as the sun.
Improved sentence using similes: _____________________________________________________________
[2] The singer’s voice was very pleasant to listen to.
The singer’s voice was music to her audiences’ ears.
Improved sentence using metaphors: _________________________________________________________
The singer’s voice was as sweet as honey.
Improved sentence using similes: _______________________________________________________
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Visual
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Olfactory
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NA

Visual and audio

BONUS
Did you spot the use of personification with imagery in
this passage? Read again, there are two sentences where
personification is used with imagery.
the two lines where personification is used are:
[1] “…rare beams of light peeking through the branches…” and
[4] “…cool and gentle breeze brush past his face.”

Visual

NA
Gustatory
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BEFORE

01

Ice-cream is a better treat
than frozen yoghurt as it has a
creamier texture and is made up
of more cream as compared to
frozen yoghurt which contains
more milk.

too specific

02

AFTER
Improved sentence:

In terms of taste, ice-cream is a better treat than
frozen yoghurt as it has a creamier texture.

too general

Gordon Ramsay is the most
successful chef to have ever lived.

Improved sentence:

Gordon Ramsay is the most successful chef to have
ever lived as he has been able to attract much fame
and is an internationally-respected chef.

too specific

03

Music plays an important role in
stirring enthusiasm in our hearts
as seen in the use of music during
sporting events to heighten the
atmosphere of excitement.

too specific

Think Tank Studio

too general
Improved sentence:

Nowadays, music plays a huge role in our lives in
terms of setting the mood for a variety of activities.

too general
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See our beloved pandas Kai Kai and Jia
Jia at the Singapore Zoo!

View/observe our dear/cherished/
treasured/prized pandas Kai Kai and Jia
Jia at the Singapore Zoo!

Embark on a memorable journey.

Embark on a journey
that you will never forget.

My best friend will be hosting
the costume party on Christmas.

On Christmas, the costume party
will be hosted by my best friend.
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